
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Never compromising on the quality of our products and 
services is how we ensure successful collaborations.

Google Groups 
to Microsoft 365 
Groups

Ensure a smooth, streamlined migration from 
Google Groups to Microsoft 365 Groups, without 
compromising data security or organizational 
productivity.

COMPLETE MIGRATION SOLUTION
Migrate mailboxes, files, groups, archives, 
SharePoint and Google sites and more from 
any source to any target.

SAAS PLATFORM POWERED BY MS AZURE

Improved business agility with zero local 
deployment.

MAXIMUM MIGRATION PERFORMANCES

The fastest migration on the market.

cloudiway.com

SOLUTION

Mike Ammerlaan, Director of Mic-
rosoft 365 Ecosystem marketing at 

Microsoft Corp
“With years of experience and a new interface, 

Cloudiway offers a solution to MSPs and IT 
Professionals.”

Why Migrating To MS 365?
Cost savings, migrating to Microsoft 365 Groups can reduce 
the need for separate solutions and streamline workflows, 
which can ultimately result in time and cost savings.

Performance, Microsoft 365 Groups provides more 
granular control and management over group settings, 
which can be important for larger organizations or groups 
with more complex requirements.

Customization, administrators can create custom 
templates for groups, and workflows to automate tasks.

Make It Simple
Don’t let the fear of a complicated migration hold you back 
from switching to Microsoft 365.
Cloudiway’s migration solution helps businesses perform 
elaborate technical migrations through a simple SaaS 
interface. 
Migrating from Google to Microsoft 365 requires 
no additional software installation or overhead, and 
migrations can be performed securely and quickly.

Groups



CLOUD MIGRATION TOOL

 Cloudiway’s cloud migration tool is a software solution 
designed to automate transferring data from Google Groups to 
Microsoft 365 Groups. 
The tool streamlines the migration process by automating the 
transfer of data from Google Groups to Microsoft 365 Groups, 
allowing organizations to minimize downtime and reduce the risk 
of errors during the migration process.
 
The new platform provides a simple, user-friendly interface that 
allows users to select the specific groups, messages, files, and other 
data to migrate from Google Groups to Microsoft 365 Groups. 
It also maps the data from Google Groups to the corresponding 
Microsoft 365 Groups, ensuring consistency and organization 
within the platform.
 
Cloudiway allows users to map Google Groups users to the 
corresponding Microsoft 365 Groups users, ensuring a smooth 
transition for all users. It also provides detailed reporting and 
analytics to help users track the migration process and ensure that 
all data has been successfully transferred.

Cloudiway’s migration solution is designed to minimize 
downtime and ensure data security.

KEY FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITIES

 Cloudiway provides a variety of features to 
ensure a smooth migration, including mapping, custom 
migration schedules, and automated provisioning. The 
platform is also fully compliant with industry standards, 
including GDPR, ensuring the security and privacy of your 
data during the migration process.

• Automated migration
• Selective migration
• Data mapping
• User mapping
• Reporting and analytics
• Security and compliance
• Support and assistance

Cloudiway provides a seamless and streamlined transition 
from Google Groups to Microsoft 365 Groups and helps 
you avoid potential risks and issues during migration.
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More Advantages With MS 365
Better collaboration: Microsoft 365 Groups provides more 
advanced collaboration features, such as real-time co-authoring 
and integration with Microsoft Teams.

Enhanced security: Microsoft 365 Groups uses Azure Active 
Directory (AAD) for authentication and authorization, which 
provides more advanced identity management and access controls.

Easier management: With Microsoft 365 Groups, administrators 
can easily manage group membership, access permissions, and 
other settings.

WORK WITH CLOUD EXPERTS
Migrating from Google Groups to Microsoft 
365 Groups involves several steps, including 
planning the migration, and executing the 
migration itself. 

Cloudiway provides support and assistance 
throughout the migration process, with 
a team of experts available to answer 
questions and provide guidance as needed.

While there are other products that help to migrate from 
Google to Microsoft 365, only Cloudiway has over 10 years 
of experience in cloud migration with Microsoft 365. 

By working on many other migration solutions, our 
support team knows how to track and ensure to avoid 
any risk of losing your content during the migration. 

We’ve facilitated thousands of successful migrations 
varying in size and complexity.

All-In-One Solutions
Not only Google and Microsoft 365, Cloudiway is the 
most complete solution to migrate businesses and 
organizations from different collaboration systems.

Visit cloudiway.com to learn more about our solutions.
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MIGRATION PROCESS IN REAL-TIME

Our easy-to-use interface lets you monitor the entire migration 
process, you’re always in control.

The migration process is done in a few simple steps!

1. Create an account and connect to both your Google and 
Microsoft 365 accounts. 

2. Select the groups you want to migrate. 
3. The platform provides a real-time migration dashboard that 

allows you to monitor the migration progress and identify any 
errors or issues that may arise.

During migration, Cloudiway creates the target objects 
(Microsoft 365 group, MS Teams, or shared mailbox) and 
automatically adds its existing members and their roles.

Delta passes can be used with group migration to ensure all 
batch migrations are completed. The Cloudiway platform 
uses the URL of the source group as the unique ID during 
migration. This ensures a group is only migrated once.

WHAT IS MIGRATED?
When migrating from Google Groups, all of the following items can 
be migrated:
• Conversation content, including:

◊ Answers
◊ Attachments
◊ Metadata (author, date of creation)

• Group memberships
• Membership roles
• Target Microsoft 365 Group or Team is provisioned

POWERFUL & INTUITIVE PLATFORM
Full-fidelity architecture and data 
reconciliation.

SUPPORTS ALL MIGRATION STRATEGIES
Batch, phased, or big bang.

HIGH AVAILABILITY
99.9% guaranteed availability. All data 
transfers are encrypted.

About Us
Founded in 2010, Cloudiway is a cloud migration and enterprise 
coexistence SaaS that help IT professionals migrate mailboxes, 
documents, groups, sites, archives, teams between different 
productivity and collaboration systems such as Google Workspace 
and Microsoft 365. Whether it is cross-tenant, on-premises to the 
cloud, or enterprise coexistence, to migrate small businesses or 
large corporations, Cloudiway is the company to turn to.

Ask for a Demonstration
Free trials and demos are available.
Our migration experts are always available to find the 
most convenient time to migrate. Providing support and 
guidance, ensuring that your migration is a success.

To learn more about how we can help you migrate from 
Google to Microsoft 365, contact us at cloudiway.com!
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